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ABSTRACT
This article illustrates how advice services create diverse public values within welfare reform. It develops a social impact framework using public value, realism and complexity literature. Starting from a social return on investment study of advice, qualitative interviews are analysed with twenty-two clients, who sought advice for welfare benefits, and had disabilities, or physical or mental health conditions. Integrating these clients’ experiences with wider evidence, illustrates how advice services advocated for people’s needs within a complicated (and controversial) welfare system. However advice services face funding cuts, benefit assessment costs have risen, and welfare reforms have yet to meet their aims.
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INTRODUCTION
Internationally, since 1970, there have been substantial increases in benefit award rates for people with long-term sickness or disabilities in many developed countries (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD] 2010). UK governments have been developing tighter assessment and eligibility criteria, alongside support for people to return to employment (Shefer et al. 2016). These UK welfare reforms have been increasingly contentious, with health and disability benefit assessment processes being independently associated with increases in suicides, self-reported mental health problems and antidepressant prescribing (Barr et al. 2016a). Advice services can be essential in this context, to support people to navigate the welfare system (Shefer et al. 2016; Barnes et al. 2017). However, many UK advice-giving charities have faced cuts from both reduced local government and legal aid funding, whilst facing rising demands due to various factors including welfare reform (Morris and Barr 2013).

There is increasing pressure for advice services, alongside other public service deliverers, to illustrate their social impact. Public service commissioners are now required to consider how services procured improve economic, social and environmental well-being through the Public Services (Social Value) Act (HM Government 2012). Methods to evidence social impact are internationally important, with European programmes considering different forms of social impact measurement (Reeder et al. 2012). Emphasis on impact measurement also comes from philanthropic funders and grant bodies (Arvidson and Lyon 2014), with impact measurement tools being developed and shared (e.g. Handley, Sabri, and Kazimirski 2016). Social return on investment (SROI) (Nicholls et al. 2012) is one of the most well-known social impact methods, SROI representing ‘the nearest to a current industry standard for project or organizational level social impact reporting’ (Nicholls and Emerson 2015, 21).

Starting from a SROI study of advice services (Farr et al. 2014; Cressey et al. 2014), this article uses public value literature, alongside complexity thinking and realism to develop a social impact framework to account for broad forms of public value. This article illustrates that whilst SROI attempts to account for social value, its use of standard linear economic methods does not account for relational aspects of people’s lived experience, or broader public values such as justice or the tackling of social inequalities. The article answers the research question of how advice services create public value and social impact for clients seeking support about health and disability related benefits, as well as other wider stakeholders, in the policy context
of welfare reform. It has three aims. First, conceptually, it develops understandings of social impact through the use of public value literature (Bozeman and Sarewitz 2011; Moore 2014), to explore how a wider range of social and public values may be created or destroyed within a policy area. Second, adopting this wider understanding of public value, the article contributes to the development of social impact methods by using complexity perspectives (Room 2013; Walton 2016; Westhorp 2012) and realist evaluation (Pawson 2013) to inform a social impact framework. Third, empirically, twenty-two cases where people sought advice for health and disability-related benefits are analysed through qualitative interviews, before wider research and government evidence is used to illustrate how individuals’ stories relate to wider public value processes at policy levels. This empirical work illustrates how the article’s conceptual contributions and social impact framework can highlight how, where, and why public value may be created or destroyed within a complex and controversial policy system.

The article begins with a critical analysis of SROI. Public value definitions are considered, exploring the tensions and difficulties in their measurement. Insights from public value accounting and mapping (Moore 2014; Bozeman and Sarewitz 2011; Alford and Yates 2014), alongside complexity perspectives and realism (Pawson 2013; Room 2013; Walton 2016; Westhorp 2012) are detailed. A brief overview of the health and disability benefits system in the context of welfare reform is outlined, before detailing how the research focus developed. Methods overview the original SROI study of advice services, then illustrate how realist evaluation (Pawson 2013) was applied to twenty-two clients’ cases within the study, where they sought advice in relation to health and disability benefits. Using complexity perspectives (Pawson 2013; Walton 2016; Westhorp 2012), a social impact framework that maps public values within the policy system is developed from empirical study data, alongside research and government evidence. This illustrates how, where and why public value may be created or destroyed, and the role of advice services within health and disability welfare benefit reform.

**COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS (CBA), SROI AND ITS CRITIQUES**

SROI is derived from cost-benefit analysis (CBA) and they have philosophical and technical similarities (Arvidson et al. 2010). CBA is based on a neoclassical welfare economics model and rational choice approach, where economic calculations are conducted to provide financial values for ‘increases in human wellbeing (utility)’ (Pearce, Atkinson, and Mourato 2006, 16). CBA aims to maximize utility for the maximum number of people, assessing individuals ‘willingness to pay’ for benefits with society being theorized as a ‘sum of individuals’ (Pearce, Atkinson, and Mourato 2006, 16). SROI was first developed by Jed Emerson and the Roberts Enterprise Development Fund (Emerson 2003). In the UK the New Economics Foundation have promoted the approach, and a Cabinet Office publication was developed in 2009, and updated in 2012 (Nicholls et al. 2012). SROI has a stronger emphasis on stakeholder engagement than CBA. This can lead to a wider number of measures that make comparisons between SROIs more difficult (Arvidson et al. 2010). The result of a SROI analysis is a ratio of the financialized social and economic benefits of an intervention divided by its costs.

**Methodological critiques of SROI**

The number of SROI academic articles has been increasing, alongside its critiques. Some authors (e.g. Maier et al. 2015; Banke-Thomas et al. 2015) suggest that if methodological issues can be addressed then it may be possible to arrive a rigorous and reliable ratio that is representative of social impact. Methodological SROI problems include understanding what
causes social impacts, as outcomes may be influenced by different, overlapping factors that are difficult to disentangle (Moody, Littlepage, and Paydar 2015). Here, qualitative methods may be important to understand how an intervention’s mechanisms lead to the desired outcomes (Maier et al. 2015). If outcomes are non-financial, financial proxies can be used to value and monetize benefits, such as well-being (Fujitwara and Campbell 2011). However it has been questioned whether it is appropriate to attribute financial figures to ‘soft’ outcomes such as confidence or self-esteem where subjective value judgements are involved (Millar and Hall 2013, 928). Analysing impact through calculating attribution, deadweight, displacement and drop-off can be subjective, and any assumptions made here contribute substantially to a SROI ratio (Mook et al. 2015; Moody, Littlepage, and Paydar 2015), hence the need for sensitivity analyses (Nicholls et al. 2012). The SROI ratio may take focus away from understanding the processes of achieving outcomes, and ‘how and why impacts occur’ (Arvidson et al. 2013, 14).

**Philosophical critiques of SROI**
Underlying these methodological critiques are more fundamental philosophical issues, which can be categorized into two types. First, SROI reduces social complexity to an economic ratio, which does not illustrate the full range of social and public values. Second, the positivist assumptions of SROI rely on a disaggregative, linear, input-output pathway that does not account for the complex way that public and social values are co-created.

Taking the first critique, many authors have contested the appropriateness of an economic, monetary ratio to illustrate social impacts, as this economic focus has political and normative implications (Arvidson et al. 2013). CBA and SROI are methods sourced from the private sector that add further weight to the trajectory of marketization within the non-profit sector (Gibbon and Dey 2011; Arvidson et al. 2013) and may ‘clash with the values and culture of social enterprises’ (Millar and Hall 2013, 929). Too strong a focus on SROI ‘may lead to a one-dimensional and arguably ‘dumbed down’ portrayal of the organization’s activities’ (Gibbon and Dey 2011, 64). SROI methods and the resulting ratio do not illustrate issues of social justice within a reformed welfare system (Arvidson et al. 2013) and may be less appropriate for some non-profit organization interventions such as advocacy, community building and campaigning (Maier et al. 2015).

The second critique highlights that ontologically, SROI is based on a positivist approach of rational causality. Here change occurs through a linear input-output model, where inputs, processes and outputs can be separated and measured (Mook et al. 2015), and wider contextual influences can be discounted for using calculations of attribution, deadweight and displacement. The assumptions of SROI are consistent with new public management (NPM) (Hood 1991), where public services are treated with a mechanistic, Newtonian perspective, and can be disaggregated into simple units, with inputs and outputs controlled and measured. However recent public services management theory (Osborne 2010) contests this approach. For example, new public governance literature considers that the unit of analysis in exploring policy implementation and public service delivery and outcomes should be the whole system of policy processes, public service organizations and service users who act as co-producers (Osborne 2010). Social impacts can be co-created through co-production and inter-organizational collaboration: ‘the creation of public outcomes is a complex meta-process’, that may involve different organizations, communities and people (Sancino 2016, 411).
These two philosophical critiques are now developed further, first conceptually extending social impact through public value literature, and then exploring how social impact methods can be augmented through complexity perspectives and realism.

PUBLIC VALUES EXTEND BEYOND ECONOMIC VALUE
Social exchanges within public services include a far wider range of values than purely financial ones, encompassing behaviours and ‘intrinsic, social and normative types of value’ (Alford 2016, 684). Activity in the social world produces manifold values (Donati and Archer 2015, 313-17). One of these values is economic, represented by exchange value. This profit-maximising behaviour has dominated capitalist development from Adam Smith through to the current neo-liberal economists. However, Donati and Archer (2015) see three other distinct ‘values’ sought by social actors. Following Marx’s lead, they point to use value, where value is realized in the functionality and utility of an activity that either meets people’s needs or helps them attain their goals. In addition to these extrinsic values, they describe two other intrinsic values: relational value through the creation of social or cultural bonds that may actively empower subjects; and value as dignity through the gaining and recognition of a worthwhile social identity (for instance the reintegration of marginalized and excluded groups). Therefore, when one considers social impact we must be aware that the ‘goods’ produced can be both extrinsic and intrinsic with the latter being equally, and sometimes more, important to actors as the extrinsic ones.

Both Moore’s (1995; 2014) and Bozeman’s (2007) work on public value highlight its multi-dimensional meaning. For Moore (2014, 465), public value incorporates the ‘many dimensions of value that a democratic public might want to see produced by and reflected in the performance of government’. For Bozeman ‘public values’ include the rights and benefits to which citizens should (and should not) be entitled; the obligations of citizens to society, and the democratic principles on which governments and policies should be based (Bozeman 2007, 37). Bozeman and Sarewitz’s (2011, 15) public value approach critiques evaluation methods based on the financialization of outcomes (such as SROI), as they are seen as a ‘weak, partial indicator’ of social value, instead including distribution and equity criteria. Public value may also be politically contested: ‘what creates public value for one person or community may be anathema for someone else’ (Hartley et al. 2017, 674).

These multiple social and public values illustrate the need for the creation of more sensitive forms of public and social value accounting (Bassi 2012; Grieco 2015). Social impact cannot be reduced to a single form of value and thus a series of problematic issues with its measurement can be identified:

- Public and social values and impacts are highly varied in scope and subject
- They include intangible aspects and results that have no measurement analogues or proxies at present
- They operate at different levels; international, national … down to small group or individual
- What creates public value can be politically contested.

DEVELOPING A SOCIAL IMPACT FRAMEWORK USING PUBLIC VALUE, COMPLEXITY THINKING AND REALISM
To understand the creation of public value, we need to take account of social factors beyond an organisational focus to include political, policy and community values (Bryson et al. 2017; Haynes 2017). Current approaches to evidencing public value include public value process
mapping, which can help us understand how different social factors contribute to the creation of public value in society (Alford and Yates 2014). Bozeman and Sarewitz’s (2011) public value mapping analyses the activities that can create public value, tracking how social outcomes evolve. However, public value approaches also need to develop ‘more refined tools to map stakeholders, analyse sources, distribution and exercise of power’ (de Jong et al. 2017, 616). This involves analysing broader policy and political dimensions (Dahl and Soss 2014), and how political, economic and social inequalities may influence how public services are provided and how public value is created (Farr 2016). We need to analyse different people’s interests, people’s access to resources, the role of discourse, and wider policy and political trajectories; accounting for how power is distributed within a wider political economy (Room 2013).

Several authors (Bryson et al. 2017; Eppel and Rhodes 2017; Haynes 2017) have highlighted the importance of complexity thinking to help us understand how public value is created within a policy system. Complexity perspectives can account for connections and non-linear interactions between people, events, organisations, and wider environments and social systems (Eppel and Rhodes 2017). Various authors have linked complexity and realist approaches (Pawson 2013; Room 2013; Westhorp 2012; Walton 2016). Complexity and realism both model how change is context and time dependent, and emerges through interactions between different parts of a social system (Westhorp, 2013). Social systems can be understood as composing of different levels (Westhorp 2012). For example, claiming for health and disability benefits involves a range of phenomena at biological, psychological, social, organizational, policy and political levels. Pawson (2013, 37) more simply characterizes these different levels as ‘the four I’s’:

1. Individuals – characteristics of stakeholders, including biological and psychological aspects such as disability or mental health conditions
2. Interpersonal relations – different people’s relationships within a system
3. Institutional settings – the rules, norms and organizational structures within a system e.g. what are the rules and organisational systems that a person has to navigate to claim health and disability benefits
4. Infrastructure - wider social, economic, policy and political elements of a system e.g. welfare reform policies, how are welfare benefits politically constructed?

Complexity approaches enable a simultaneous focus on these different analytic levels, and the ways that the levels interact and interrelate with each other. Different levels intertwine with each other, causing changes in complex, sometimes intended and sometimes unpredictable ways through time (Byrne 2013; Eppel and Rhodes 2017; Pawson 2013; Room 2013). Because of these dynamic interactions, complexity approaches analyse how different levels interrelate within a whole system (Bryson et al. 2017). Authors informed by both realist and complexity perspectives have developed checklists (Pawson 2013; Westhorp 2012; Walton 2016) to help understand and analyse complexity. These checklists have been drawn together in Table 1 to illustrate the principles to be considered when analysing the social impact of an intervention within a policy system. Analytic questions to support investigation of each principle are also outlined. These questions can add to a public value map (Bozeman and Sarewitz 2011) to include individuals’ experiences, time, distributions of power, and long term emergent effects.
### Table 1: Complexity principles to support a social impact framework that maps public values in a policy system. Drawn from Pawson (2013, 43-4) (developed and ordered differently), and further informed by Westhorp (2012), Walton (2016) and Room (2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Key actions (Pawson 2013, 43-4)</th>
<th>Questions to ask</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Map the pre-existing policy landscape</td>
<td>What other policies/ interventions may interrelate with or affect the intervention to be evaluated? Could these different interventions block each other, or create ‘transformative synergies’ together (Room 2013, 231)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Explore individuals’ experiences, behaviours, reflexivity and choices within an intervention</td>
<td>How do people respond to the intervention and how does it affect them? What is it about an intervention that may cause change in particular contexts? (a ‘mechanism’ of change in realist evaluation) (Pawson 2013).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Analyse the different outcomes that occur as a result of an intervention</td>
<td>What outcomes and changes occur as a result of an intervention (Pawson 2013), or multiple, interacting interventions (an ‘outcome’ in realist evaluation terminology)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Analyse the context within which an intervention is embedded, and how this effects potential change mechanisms</td>
<td>What are the different contextual levels that the intervention is embedded within and may be affected by? These may include the individual, interpersonal, institutional, infrastructural and discursive levels. Include different context levels that may affect change mechanisms (this helps to draw appropriate boundaries around a system) (Westhorp 2012; Pawson 2013).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Analyse the chain of events within the implementation of an intervention</td>
<td>Analysing the implementation process, what are the interactions between different system levels identified in Principle 4? How does implementation occur through different events, relationships and interactions between different levels, such as policy makers, organisations, staff and service users (Westhorp 2012; Pawson 2013)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Explore what happens within the system over time</td>
<td>What are the effects of time? This may include historical influences, policy trajectories, timing of particular events, flow of resources or long-term outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Track emergent effects, long term developments, social changes, unintended consequences and distributions of power</td>
<td>How do different effects emerge from all these interactions? What are the long-term developments, social changes, unintended consequences? Do feedback loops constrain or support change? Are there tipping points, where systems may tip from one system to another (Westhorp 2012)? What are wider distributions of power in the political economy (Room 2013)?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following Principle 1 in Table 1, to map the pre-existing policy landscape, the next section analyses the recent history of UK health and disability benefit welfare reform, and how advice services operate within the UK.
Since the 1990s, many OECD countries’ health and disability benefit policies have been set within a framework of ‘activation’ and ‘welfare-to-work’ (Raffass 2017), with tighter assessment and eligibility criteria, alongside support for people to return to employment (OECD 2010, Shefer et al. 2016). In the UK in 2008 Employment and Support Allowance was introduced, which extended requirements for specific work-related activity to people with health conditions and disabilities (Freud 2007). The UK Coalition government in 2010 further developed welfare reform, including the reassessment of all out-of-work disability benefits using the WCA (Barr et al. 2016a), alongside stricter criteria for receiving benefits through the Welfare Reform Act 2012. The Welfare Reform Act 2012 also provided the legislative framework to replace Disability Living Allowance (DLA) with a new payment called the Personal Independence Payment (PIP). Table 2 provides an overview of the key characteristics of the health and disability benefits ESA and PIP (previously DLA).

ESA uses a medical assessment process called the Work Capability Assessment (WCA) to support decisions about benefit eligibility. The WCA is conducted by private sector companies, and has been particularly controversial, with large numbers of people being wrongly assessed (Iacobucci 2014; Gentleman 2013a; Shefer et al. 2016). The impact of wrong assessments can have ‘devastating’ consequences (Citizens Advice Camden 2016), increasing risks of homelessness, inability to pay for food, alongside worsening illness (Shefer et al. 2016).

Advice has been identified as vital in supporting health and disability benefit claimants to navigate their way through the benefit system (Shefer et al. 2016; Barnes et al. 2017). Advice that supports the uptake of welfare benefit entitlements can have a positive impact on mental and physical health (Corden et al. 2010), may address health inequalities (Greig et al. 2014), and can ease financial stresses in times of severe illness (Moffatt et al. 2010). This advice is often given by advice-providing charities to people who would not otherwise be able to afford to access legal advice.

The research on which this article is based, took place in partnership with an advice-giving charity. This advice charity aims to give advice to anyone who contacts them, and advises people on a wide range of issues from debt and benefit enquiries, employment disputes, housing, and consumer matters. Most advice queries are dealt with by trained volunteers, who are supervised by professional staff. Funding for the charity comes from local government, alongside charitable grants from other funders. The research partner advice organisation wanted to evidence how its clients benefited from advice in the long term; researchers at the University of Bath were interested in developing research partnerships with social purpose organisations; and the Proving Our Value funding programme (at the South-West Forum) enabled research to be developed to measure the long term socio-economic impact of advice services.

Table 2: UK health and disability benefits under recent welfare reform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose of the benefit</th>
<th>Employment and Support Allowance (ESA)</th>
<th>Personal Independence Payments (PIP) (previously DLA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benefit for working age people who cannot work because of illness or disability.</td>
<td>Benefit for working age people who have a long-term illness or disability and need financial support.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Public value of advice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designed to</th>
<th>Replace earnings because people are not able to work because of illness or disability.</th>
<th>Account for the extra costs people face due to their disabilities or long-term illness.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rationale for introduction</td>
<td>Based on recommendations to ‘activate’ people to return to work, reduce claimant numbers, and introduce tighter eligibility criteria to overall reduce welfare benefit recipients and welfare budgets (Shefer et al. 2016).</td>
<td>The rationale for changing DLA to PIP was based on a need for more reviews and further medical evidence of the impact of health conditions to assess entitlement (Machin 2017).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is eligibility assessed? Key changes in benefit assessments</td>
<td>ESA introduced the Work Capability Assessment (WCA) which was a harsher test than the previous Personal Capability Assessment (Shefer et al. 2016; see Rutherford 2007 for assessment history). Atos (a private sector company) had been operating the Personal Capability Assessment, and took on operation of the ESA WCA from 2008-2015.</td>
<td>A key feature of DLA was a self-assessment approach, claimants described the impact of their disability, with medical evidence. PIP is designed to focus on impact of disability and include regular entitlement reviews. Entitlement decided via points-based system and a functional assessment (Machin 2017). Private companies contracted to assess PIP claims.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links to other welfare benefits</td>
<td>Entitlement to ESA enables access to other ‘passported benefits’ such as Housing Benefit.</td>
<td>Data sharing between ESA and PIP assessments has been discussed, but problematic issues identified (Machin 2017).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent reviews of assessment process</td>
<td>There have been five independent reviews of the WCA (Harrington 2010, 2011, 2012; Litchfield 2013, 2014), leading to improvements to the WCA tests, organisation and appeals process (DWP 2015).</td>
<td>Two independent reviews of PIP (Gray 2014, 2017). Findings recommend improvements to the fairness and consistency of assessment, improving evidence collection and claimants experiences (Machin 2017).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

METHODS

Study aims and research question

The research aims of the original social return on investment (SROI) study (Farr et al. 2014; Cressey et al. 2014) were to analyse and evidence the social and economic impact of advice, recognising that a wide range of stakeholders may benefit from advice and that there may be both direct impacts (e.g. welfare benefit gained), alongside indirect longer-term impacts (e.g.
A longitudinal qualitative interview study was conducted to understand the processes, outcomes and long-term impacts of advice, data from which was analysed using SROI techniques. This article focuses on specific findings within this research, about the impact of advice services in relation to health and disability benefit claimants. Within the full sample of eighty clients interviewed, twenty-two interviewees sought advice about the health and disability benefits ESA and DLA/PIP. Whilst the research and client recruitment was not specifically targeted toward this group, the results of our interviews showed that advice was particularly significant with this sub-sample of interviewees. At the time of the research (2011-14) health and disability benefit changes in the UK included: shifting claimants to ESA; and the replacement of DLA with the new PIP (Table 2). When our research was being written up, there was increasing controversy over the WCA, and this national policy issue was clearly mirrored in the research data. However, for the authors, they considered that the SROI analysis did not account for these wider policy issues, or took an economistic, mechanistic, and disaggregative approach toward them. The research question that this article focuses on is: How do advice services create public value and social impact for clients seeking support, and other wider stakeholders, in relation to health and disability benefits, in the policy context of welfare reform? Drawing on public value literature, complexity and realist perspectives, the analysis uses data from the twenty-two health and disability benefit claimants’ cases alongside broader research and government evidence to illustrate how public value may be created or destroyed through the health and disability benefit system.

**Applying SROI to advice services**

First we explain how we collected and analysed the original data (Farr et al. 2014), using the SROI steps in Nicholls et al. (2012).

**Establish scope and involve stakeholders.** The research developed in partnership with the advice services organization, the project management group including University researchers, advice service staff and volunteers. University research staff applied for and received university ethical approval for the study. Trained advice service research volunteers co-produced the research through interviewing clients (advisors did not interview their own clients) and supporting data analysis. Advice service clients were sampled from those who received full advice sessions (funded through local government), rather than an introductory ‘gateway’ advice session. 176 clients initially agreed to take part in the study, most recruited by advisors.

**Map outcomes.** With informed consent, semi-structured interviews were conducted with eighty clients by research staff and advisors, who were trained to conduct research interviews. These were audio-recorded with consent, to understand issues presented to the advice services, and how advice impacted this through time. Other clients initially recruited (ninety-six), were not able to be contacted or later declined to take part in an interview. Where issues had not been fully resolved at the first interview stage we interviewed thirty-eight clients a second time (between five and fifteen months after their first interview depending on the nature of the issue and the time it took to resolve) to understand longer term outcomes. With informed consent from each client we analysed the client’s data held by the organization’s case management system to understand the advisor’s interventions with the client and outcomes.

**Evidence outcomes and give them a value.** Interviews and advice records were used to establish impact and financial values resulting from advice. With consent, we used client’s
actual financial figures wherever possible and supplemented this with financial proxies where exact financial figures were not possible to derive, using a proxy database (Global Value Exchange). Qualitative thematic analysis of clients’ experiences was also conducted using NVivo, a qualitative data analysis software programme.

**Establish impact through calculating attribution, deadweight and displacement and drop-off.** To establish attribution, a self-estimated counterfactual (Mueller, Gaus, and Rech 2014) and a deadweight figure in each case we analysed: each client’s situation and their own actions to address their problems; their perspective of what caused outcomes; the role of other organizations and people; what may have happened if they hadn’t gone to the advice service; advice records detailing advice given. Clients situations were followed for up to 18 months where appropriate, to account for issues that took substantial time to resolve. Drop-off was calculated according to the nature of the outcomes, and the likely time that the client would derive benefit from it. To conduct the SROI analysis, a SROI database was created in Excel, to develop an impact map for each client. This contained the following summary aspects of a client’s pathway through the advice services, including:

- The details of each client’s initial situation and presenting issues (context)
- The underlying mechanisms of change of the advice, as described by the client and advice records (i.e. client empowered to act/ advisor took action on client’s behalf)
- Each individual’s outcomes of advice, both described and financialized values
- Figures for attribution, deadweight, displacement and drop-off for each outcome and the rationale for these figures (e.g. client derived, advice records, any assumptions made within these figures).

**Calculate the SROI.** The SROI Excel database illustrated each advice client’s benefits and returns through an impact map (Farr et al. 2014, 36, 39, 41), based on actual financial figures wherever possible. These were then used to calculate the overall SROI. In SROI (Nicholls et al. 2012) volunteer time is usually valued as an input cost (the equivalent of a cost to the service). We included volunteer support costs but did not include volunteer time as an input cost as the advice service deliberately worked with volunteers to keep actual financial costs down. It was considered that volunteer time represented a role that created public value (as opposed to a lost economic opportunity cost); volunteers were supporting people to have equal access to society’s legal protections. At the end of the SROI process we conducted a range of sensitivity tests on the different assumptions made within the SROI calculation (Farr et al. 2014).

**Report, use and embed the results.** A policy brief summarising our results was distributed (Cressey et al. 2014). During the research, the partner advice organization was informed that they may lose up to 60 per cent of their funding, as part of local government funding cuts. The research team supported the advice organization to illustrate its social impact, both in line with local government statutory functions (e.g. preventing homelessness, or social care support) and presenting the research and SROI ratio at a council debate about advice services funding. Within this public sphere it was not the substantial SROI ratio that was taken up in the debate, but the support role of the advice service, acknowledging that ‘invaluable advice services’ were provided ‘particularly during times of financial hardship’ (Council documents, 2013). The result of the Council debate was to develop an advice strategy, and to review the proposed budget.
Applying realist evaluation and complexity principles to health and disability benefit claimants

For the purposes of this article, the SROI Excel database formed the basis of a realist evaluation (Pawson 2013). Realist evaluation extends from a realist philosophy, and is a methodological approach that accounts for complexity (Pawson, 2013). Realist evaluation can be used to understand: ‘what works for whom in what circumstances … and why’ (Pawson, 2013, 15). It is a method designed to understand how particular change mechanisms are triggered by an intervention in different contexts, and how they counteract existing social processes, to generatively cause particular outcomes (Pawson 2013). Realist evaluation methods comprise of a systematic analysis of the different context-mechanism-outcome (CMO) configurations within an intervention (Pawson 2013). CMO configurations illustrate different causal pathways, where the mechanism of advice acts within the particular context of a client’s life, leading to specific outcomes. The supplementary data file provides the full details of these CMO configurations for the twenty-two people who sought advice about the health and disability benefits ESA and DLA/PIP. Realist evaluation enabled an analysis of the underlying causal mechanisms within advice services, comparatively analysing different clients’ advice pathways and how advice created outcomes of social and public value within specific contexts. The realist technique of retroduction (analysing what causes events by exploring deeper causal mechanisms) is used to understand how, where and why public value may be created through advice services in the wider context of health and disability welfare reform.

The realist evaluation analysis follows the second, third and parts of the fourth complexity principles (from Table 1): analysing the experiences of intervention recipients (advice service clients) (Principle 2), outcomes and the possible causes of these (Principle 3) in their particular contexts (Principle 4). Next a social impact framework is developed that maps public values using the remaining complexity criteria from Table 1. The fourth complexity principle concerns identifying the different contextual levels; including the individual, interpersonal, the institutional and the infrastructural (Pawson 2013, 37). These contextual levels provide the layers of the social impact framework to map public values, developed in Figure 1. The fifth complexity principle of understanding implementation chains, includes analysing events and interactions between different elements and levels of the system (identified by white arrows in Figure 1). The element of time (the sixth aspect of complexity) is accounted for by analysing the different outcomes over time within the system at an individual, institutional, and infrastructural level (the bottom three rows of Figure 1). The seventh principle of complexity concerns understanding emergent effects, long term developments, social changes, unintended consequences and distributions of power, which are mapped both in the outcomes rows and in the analysis below.

DATA ANALYSIS

Realist evaluation of health and disability benefit advice cases

Within the original full sample of eighty clients, 64 per cent of clients sought advice about welfare benefits and tax credits, 40 per cent were seeking debt advice, and 15 per cent sought advice about employment. 46 per cent of clients sought advice about two or more presenting issues. 48 per cent had a form of disability or long-term health issue (Farr et al. 2014, 18-19). In comparison with the annual number of clients that received full advice sessions within the organisation, our original sample was slightly skewed towards lower income clients, with more people who were disabled or who had long term health conditions (Table A, Supplementary data file).
Focussing on the twenty-two clients who received advice for ESA and/ or DLA/PIP, Table B (Supplementary data file) provides an overview of each client’s presenting issues (context), the actions of the advice service (mechanisms), and outcomes of advice. Table B illustrates the context-mechanism-outcome (CMO) configurations (Pawson 2013) for each client. Nine clients had physical health problems, six clients had mental health conditions and six clients had both mental and physical health conditions (one client did not disclose their health condition). These twenty-two people sought advice about health and disability benefits (ESA or DLA/PIP) to:

- complete benefit application forms
- appeal against a decision on the basis of a WCA
- appeal against a decision such as an allowance ending with their claim for further benefits being rejected
- appeal against a decision in relation to inappropriate benefit rates for clients’ health conditions or disability.

Following principle 2 (Table 1), analysing advice service clients’ experiences and perceptions, most clients were in substantial need when seeking advice and support:

*I am dyslexic and cannot deal with all of the forms … I was already feeling debilitated without knowing why, it was stressful and confusing for me* (56).

*The [organization] were there when I was desperate* (47).

Some clients said that they did not have enough money for basics such as rent, food and bills:

*It was a nightmare … I had no money at all or really very little in benefits … basically £20 a week to live on. We were struggling to say the least and getting into debt* (139).

One client (97) had just moved into new accommodation, after having been living in substandard housing for 10 years. After a WCA both his ESA and housing benefit completely stopped, with no notice, which was experienced by the client as ‘a kick in the teeth’ (97). The client found the situation extremely stressful, and was very angry and frustrated about what he felt was the injustice of the medical assessment system with its focus on physical tests “I’ve got an internal problem, not with my limbs”. He felt “victimised” and “picked on” (97). He no longer had any income, with no way to pay rent or food bills. The advice organisation supported his appeal, which he won, and his benefits were reinstated. However he then received a further questionnaire, and the client was extremely anxious that he would need to repeat the whole process again. Advisors supported the client and the new questionnaire was withdrawn. Advisors also supported the client’s successful DLA appeal.

Another client (124) had their ESA stopped after a WCA found the client fit to work. They had had an operation and also suffered from stress, anxiety and depression. The client was concerned that her mental health problems had not been understood by the general nurse conducting the assessment. The situation increased the client’s stress levels and made her depression worse. She did not want to leave the house, saying she was ‘all over the place’ (124). She felt helpless as she had no knowledge of the benefits system and how to proceed with an appeal. Advisors went through the WCA medical report with the client to identify its inaccuracies, and then prepared the appeal submission which was a success.

For some clients (e.g. 97 and 140), because their ESA was stopped, this also meant their housing benefit stopped, so they had no income to pay rent and were at risk of homelessness.
For clients with physical health conditions, associated stress and anxiety could exacerbate their physical health problem (e.g. clients 4, 56, 97 and 124). Where clients experienced mental health issues and had to appeal against benefit decisions made, it could intensify their conditions: ‘You see everything in black’ (133). This could make it especially difficult to challenge decisions made against them. Three clients who had to appeal against ESA decisions (with two also appealing DLA decisions) spoke of how their desperation had led to suicidal or self-harm feelings. Here the advice and support: ‘was a godsend’, ‘I don’t want to think about what would have happened... (without support)’ (144).

Clients could find the benefit system complex, confusing and sometimes alienating, demoralising and belittling. A key mechanism of advice that supported positive outcomes for clients was advisors’ support and expertise in dealing with the benefit system, usually providing clear guidance on how to approach appeals and applications:

> This was a relief to find someone who could help me as I did not have a clue. I knew I would not have filled in the forms properly (139).

> There was a lot of things I didn’t know ... like getting letters off the hospital and stuff (97).

Some clients felt that the benefit system was more prepared to provide information quickly to the advice service organization than to individual clients.

[Advisors] can get a lot more sense out of the DSS [DWP] than I can (97).

Advisors could act as advocates for clients, giving people a sense of not being alone, and having support.

> It’s not just about getting the benefits, it’s about the stress and the strain they take off your shoulders (118).

One client who needed support with both ESA and DLA appeals, had a history of mental illness and self-harm. He spoke of how due to his severe depression: ‘I couldn’t think straight’ (144). The advisors: ‘calmed me down just by being there’. It was not just a matter of being informed and getting help, but also being able to talk to someone: ‘it took a lot of weight off me’ (144). A different client’s (118) mental health difficulties were exacerbated because a WCA decision had stopped his ESA. At the time of his assessment he had been trying to recover to get back to work, but the stress caused by being turned down for ESA set him back in doing this. He explained that just coming into the advice organisation and the support in preparing the appeal made a huge difference to how he felt, giving the client a new peace of mind:

> The actions of some of the volunteers has been second to none, they’ve taken a lot of the stress out of the situation for me (118).

These narratives illustrate the importance of the relational value (Donati and Archer 2015) that advisors built with their clients, listening to them and supporting them, when some clients felt that nobody in the welfare benefit system was believing them: ‘Just feeling I have someone on my side’ (124). Depending on clients’ needs and skills, some were empowered to act with new information or advice, co-producing particular outcomes. Others felt that they needed more support and advice than they were provided with by the service:
It would be good if someone went with me to the court but I know that they don’t get funding for that. They are bullies when you get in there, it’s awful (56).

For most clients, the advice organization was the sole or main means of getting support, with few other alternatives, especially when navigating the benefits system.

I couldn’t have survived without the [advice services] helping me (20).

I don’t know anyone else who can help me, and I don’t know how to go about doing anything myself (133).

In relation to outcomes (Principle 3, Table 1), four clients successfully applied for ESA, nine had successful ESA appeals, two lost their appeal, and one appeal was pending. In the 12 DLA cases, five clients received DLA following a refusal or appeal, five clients were supported in successful DLA applications, one DLA appeal was unsuccessful and one appeal was ongoing. Successful ESA and DLA benefit outcomes could make a very big difference to clients’ lives, preventing potential longer-term homelessness in at least four cases. Three clients who had sought advice about ESA appeals said that they would have needed in-patient psychiatric care, or would have been at serious risk of self-harm or suicide without the support and advice they were given: ‘I would have ended up in the mental ward because of the stress and loss’ (56). At least six clients were able to more successfully manage debt problems that they had. The results and outcomes of advice could actively empower clients, with some people feeling more confident because of successful appeals. Advice services co-created relational value, where clients could be empowered; and value as dignity, where people’s needs were recognized:

I won’t be fobbed off (56).

The [advice services] showed me how to fight for myself (32).

Clients expressed the importance of the advice service for themselves:

If it wasn’t for the [advice services] I don’t think I would have got through the last year, to tell you the truth (97).

I wish [the organization] will be there forever, it is needed for people like me, it is precious for people like me (133).

I hope that the [organization] keeps going because for people like me who cannot read or write so well they are needed. If they do close I will be knackered you know (176).

Mapping public value processes within the policy system

Applying complexity principles 4 to 7 (Table 1), enables us to consider these clients cases within the broader policy system to explore how advice services create public value (Figure 1).

**Figure 1: Social impact framework to map public values of advice within the health and disability benefit system.**
To map the contextual levels within which health and disability benefit advice is embedded, we need to consider the individual, the interpersonal, the institutional and the infrastructural (principle 4). At an infrastructural level, ‘welfare-to-work’ political trajectories influenced how the benefit system operated. Original welfare reform ambitions accepted by the Labour government in 2007 included reducing health and disability benefit claimants by one million, from 2.68 million (Freud 2007, 5), encouraging people into employment. Within the context of austerity, UK local government funding cuts (National Audit Office 2014) and National Health Service funding pressures (Roberts, Marshall, and Charlesworth 2012) also had an impact on resource flow through the system. During the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Department of Work and Pensions</strong></th>
<th><strong>Department of Communities and Local Government</strong></th>
<th><strong>Department of Health</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private contracted health &amp; disability benefit assessment organisations</td>
<td>Advice service organisations</td>
<td>Local NHS and GP services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment staff</td>
<td>Advice service staff and volunteers</td>
<td>GPs and healthcare staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ORGANISATIONAL LEVEL (Institutional)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Organisational actors (Individuals within institutions)**

- Assessment staff
- Advice service staff and volunteers
- Local government staff and councillors
- GPs and healthcare staff

**SERVICE LEVEL (Interpersonal relations)**

- Application of rules and procedures to determine benefit entitlements
- Advocacy, support and advice
- Advice service funding and contracts
- Medical evidence and healthcare support

**MICRO LEVEL (Individuals’ experiences)**

- ‘Victimised’ ‘Bullies’ ‘Picked on’
- ‘Just feeling I have someone on my side’ ‘Makes me feel much better’
- Not applicable
- Medical evidence provided for appeals and applications. Examples of increased medication following stress from appeals

**MICRO LEVEL (Individuals’ outcomes)**

- Increased stress, anxiety, fear of homelessness, debt problems
- Supported, advised, benefits received, debt managed
- Not applicable
- Support given for health and benefit appeals

**ORGANISATIONAL LEVEL (Institutional Outcomes)**

- ESA government contractor changed and unit assessment prices increased from £115 to £190.
- Reduced funding and further cuts threatened
- Advice creates statutory and non-statutory outcomes
- Increased demand for health services

**PUBLIC VALUE (Infrastructure outcomes)**

- Increased costs but ‘no noticeable benefit for claimants or tax payers’ (Public Accounts Committee, 2016)
- Potentially reduced availability of advice services
- Reduced central to local government funding reduces resources to create local public value
- Increasing demand on NHS resources

To map the contextual levels within which health and disability benefit advice is embedded, we need to consider the individual, the interpersonal, the institutional and the infrastructural (principle 4). At an infrastructural level, ‘welfare-to-work’ political trajectories influenced how the benefit system operated. Original welfare reform ambitions accepted by the Labour government in 2007 included reducing health and disability benefit claimants by one million, from 2.68 million (Freud 2007, 5), encouraging people into employment. Within the context of austerity, UK local government funding cuts (National Audit Office 2014) and National Health Service funding pressures (Roberts, Marshall, and Charlesworth 2012) also had an impact on resource flow through the system. During the
research study at the national institutional level, problems had been identified with Work Capability Assessments for ESA claimants. In 2012-13 43 per cent of appeal tribunals for ESA were overturned in favour of the claimant (Iacobucci 2014), costing the taxpayer more than £64 million (Neville 2013). At interpersonal and individual levels, ESA assessors could use evidence in WCAs inconsistently, having an ‘incomplete understanding of particular conditions, such as fluctuating and mental health conditions’ (Committee of Public Accounts 2016, 5). These wider system issues had an individual impact on clients in our study. Complexity principle 5 explores chains of events within implementation including interactions between system levels (the white arrows in Figure 1). In our research, for client 118 the stress caused by a WCA decision that stopped his ESA, set him back in his bid to get work, the reverse of the original policy aim. Client 124 felt that her mental health difficulties had not been sufficiently taken into account in the WCA. This personal experience is reflected in a court judgement that found that the WCA process substantially disadvantaged people with mental health conditions (Gentleman 2013b). Clients 56, 133 and 144 spoke of worsening mental health problems in relation to the stress caused by the WCA process, and said they would’ve needed in-patient psychiatric services, had it not been for the support of advice services. In other research, in a study of people attending hospital following self-harm, some people who cited economic difficulties as a contributory factor identified an event such as a benefit change as triggering their self-harm (Barnes et al. 2016). 68 per cent of GPs have seen evidence that patients’ health has been harmed by reductions in benefits, many of these patients having mental health problems or disabilities (Iacobucci 2014). Reassessments of people on benefits using the Work Capability Assessment have been independently associated with an increase in suicides, self-reported mental health problems and antidepressant prescribing (Barr et al. 2016a). These individual experiences then have the potential to affect other institutional levels of the system. For example, 91 per cent of GPs have said that ESA has increased their workload to some degree (Iacobucci 2014).

Time (complexity principle 6) is accounted for by the bottom three rows of Figure 1, analysing outcomes over time at individual, institutional, and infrastructural levels. At an individual level within the research, advice resulted in income gains for eighteen out of the twenty-two clients interviewed. At an institutional level, since this research study has been completed, the ESA contract has moved to a new private provider in March 2015, amid substantial controversy (Gentleman 2013a). Yet the issues raised by this study are still highly relevant. Government documents highlight that the unit cost per ESA assessment rose from £115 to £190 under the new contract (Committee of Public Accounts 2016, 6; NAO 2016a, 7). Longer term appeal tribunal receipts for Employment Support Allowance have fallen from 327,961 (in 2012/13) to 87,866 (2016/17) (Ministry of Justice 2017a). However witnesses who support benefit claimants have highlighted a continuing series of problems (Committee of Public Accounts 2016).

In relation to long-term outcomes and effects (complexity principle 7), currently around 60 per cent of appeal decisions are successful for both ESA and PIP (previously DLA) (Disability Benefits Consortium in Committee of Public Accounts 2016, 6). Appeal tribunal figures for January to March 2017 show that overturn rates for PIP in favour of the ‘customer’ were 64 per cent, for ESA 70 per cent, and for DLA 61 per cent (Ministry of Justice 2017b, 3). ESA and PIP tribunal appeal receipts have been rising since 2015/16 (Ministry of Justice 2017b, 3). There have been increased contractual costs paid to private providers managing assessments, but ‘no noticeable benefit for claimants or tax payers’ (Committee of Public Accounts 2016, 6).
Accounts 2016, 6). The National Audit Office (NAO 2016b, 12) reported that the ‘DWP had not yet achieved value for money in its management’ of contracted-out health and disability assessments.

In the wider infrastructural context of austerity, UK funding for advice services has shrunk. UK legal services funding has been already cut (Morris and Barr 2013), and local governments are facing continually shrinking budgets, with advice services funding recurrently at risk (Spurr 2014; BBC 2016; O’Hara 2016; Anderson 2017; Ashdown 2017; Whitworth 2017). There are few other support mechanisms to advise people with disabilities on how to navigate the welfare benefit system, with a United Nations (UN) inquiry finding that: ‘information, advice and counselling provided to persons with disabilities about different steps in the assessment processes and decisions about their entitlements was limited, non-existent or not provided in accessible formats and languages’ (UN 2016, 16).

DISCUSSION
Evidence presented has illustrated how, where and why advice services can create public value within the health and disability benefit system. In terms of how advice created value, advisors could act as advocates for clients, providing a stronger authoritative voice. Advisors used rules, procedures and evidence to support clients in applications and appeals, navigating the benefit system through their knowledge, skills and experience, in relation to individual clients’ needs. Advice service outcomes included manifold value types (Donati and Archer 2015) such as:

- **economic value**, where advice led to increases in people’s income, often from situations of severe poverty where people with illnesses or disabilities did not have money for rent, food and bills. Advice could support people in debt management and sometimes prevented potential homelessness.
- **use value**, where advisors’ knowledge of the benefit system could help clients’ particular problems.
- **relational value**, where the relational connections with an advisor could give people a sense of not being alone, having someone who acknowledged their difficulties, illness or disability issues, and giving advice that could empower clients in times of difficulty.
- **value as dignity**, where people’s sense of identity and own value could be reaffirmed and people marginalized by the system could be reintegrated (‘I won’t be fobbed off’ [56]), supporting clients’ well-being and mental health.

In relation to where advice made a difference, the case of benefit appeals stands out, where external benefit assessment failures could lead to severe poverty, stress and anxiety. Whilst three clients reported that advice thankfully prevented severe mental illness that may have led to in-patient psychiatric care or self-harm/suicidal feelings, in other research there are several documented cases where suicides have been related to benefit assessment processes (Mills 2017). Why advice created public value in our interviewees’ cases, relates to how advisors could contest injustices of benefit assessment decisions and advocate for clients’ rights, reinstating people’s basic income where appeals were won. Advice services provided a source of solidarity, advocacy and empowerment for clients caught up in the personal consequences of welfare reform. Yet advice services continue to face funding cuts, when there is little other support around to help people with disabilities navigate the benefit system (UN 2016).

At a wider policy level, and in relation to power dynamics within the political economy, whilst health and disability benefit assessments may create private economic value for the contracted companies, this does not necessarily create public value either for the individuals
being assessed, nor wider public values such as due process and justice. Nor is it clear that the current assessment process creates public economic value for the state. The main policy aim of welfare reform has been to reduce state welfare bills, but the DWP has still yet to generate value for money in its contracted-out health and disability assessments (NAO 2016b, 12). ‘Major structural reforms to the incapacity and disability benefits systems have proceeded more slowly than expected and have saved less than initially predicted’ (Office of Budget Responsibility 2016, 12). In relation to the desired policy outcomes of encouraging people on health and disability benefits back into work, ESA eligibility assessments such as WCA, have not on average led to more people entering employment, who were previously out of work with long-standing health problems (Barr et al. 2016b).

Research implications for public managers include that, when faced with diminishing resources, cutting preventative services such as advice services may be a false economy in the long run, as they can have a significant impact on preventing homelessness and use of health services. Further research in alternative welfare policy systems is needed, as current welfare reforms do not appear to be meeting their aims. Both PIP and ESA assessments have been identified as not sufficiently recognising the individual nature of mental health conditions (Machin 2017). With PIP, it has been noted that few other countries base entitlement decisions on an individual assessment of disability (Machin 2017). Alternatives to current systems include a Basic Income (replacing ESA), where people are entitled to the means for financial survival, without having to battle benefit bureaucracy; yet critics argue that this may be overly expensive and impractical (see Martinelli 2017 for an overview). Duffy (2016) suggests that a ‘Basic Income Plus’ could work in similar ways to DLA, with claims validated by the ‘NHS or Social Services’. Further research in these areas is needed.

Other policy implications about social impact methods include that the advice services SROI ratio did not seem to significantly influence decision making about advice services funding in a context of austerity. Considerations about social value have yet to be embedded in most councils’ commissioning processes, staying ‘on the margins of the debate’ under austerity and financial pressures (Khazbak 2017, 3). Within NHS commissioning, the use of the Social Value Act is also limited (Butler and Redding 2017). Debates about SROI continue, with some suggesting it ‘may be a misplaced project’ (Millar and Hall 2013, 937), whilst others argue that the valuation metrics ‘provide a powerful frame for persuasion’ (Cooney 2017, 110). Developments in SROI are continuing (Nicholls 2017). This article contributes to these by providing a social impact framework that accounts for policy contexts and inequalities, extending social impact methods.

Strengths of this study include that the longitudinal approach enabled long-term follow-up of advice service clients to allow for benefit appeal timescales and longer-term outcomes. The research was co-produced in partnership with an advice services organisation, which supported access to a vulnerable client group. Trained advice service research volunteers were invaluable in interviewing clients, supporting data analysis and providing insight into advice services and the benefit system. This article illustrates that by using public value literature, alongside complexity and realist perspectives, we can understand how different tangible and intangible public values may operate at different individual, organizational, and policy levels. This analytic approach has been applied to a subset of clients seeking advice about health and disability benefits, one of the most recurrent policy issues in our sample. However the approach could have been applied to a different set of client case types, such as those in difficulty with ‘payday’ loan companies, who charge extremely high interest rates. In this example, Financial
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Conduct Authority (2014) policy level changes such as price cap rules, may make a difference to advice clients’ experiences through potentially reducing escalating debts; or introducing legislation such as Lord John Bird’s Creditworthiness Assessment Bill (Geraghty 2017) to help renters get fair access to credit.

Limitations include that our empirical data was focussed at an individual level. Because the data presented was part of a broader study on the impact of all types of advice, interviewers did not ask specific, overt policy-related questions to clients about ESA and DLA/PIP. However by combining our data with other research and government reports, we have illustrated how individuals’ stories relate to wider public value processes at policy levels. Other limitations of the study include that we had to rely on self-reported attribution, asking clients themselves about the extent to which they thought advice services had contributed to their particular outcomes. However, we also asked interviewees about all the other sources of support that they had received about the issues in question, alongside their own actions in solving the problems, asking how much these may have contributed to the outcome. Clients’ stories were often complex, and the specific intricacies of applications and appeals could sometimes be hard to follow. Here, having access to clients’ advice records was particularly helpful (clients giving researchers’ permission to access this). Other research in advice and health addresses some of the methodological limitations of this study. For example, Haighton et al. (2012) are conducting a randomized controlled trial of advice for disadvantaged older people, thus avoiding problems of relying upon self-attribution. Forster et al. (2016) are exploring the mechanisms through which advice services may generate health improvements.

This article has responded to several challenges set out in the Public Management Review special issue on Ventures in Public Value Management. It has used public value management (PVM) tools to explore the value of advice services within a ‘controversial policy space’, using PVM to reanalyse empirical data (Alford et al. 2017). Through this approach it has demonstrated how diverse forms of social and public value may be created (or destroyed) at different levels of a policy system, exploring public value in relation to broader issues of social justice, equality and distribution (Hartley et al. 2017). Evaluation tools based on realism and complexity have been applied to map stakeholders, and analyse different sources and exercises of power (de Jong et al. 2017; Dahl and Soss 2014) within a complex policy system. This has resulted in a social impact framework that maps public value to illustrate how and where value is created through advice services, both for the individual, and broader public and social values (Osborne 2017).

CONCLUSION

This article has outlined various problems with SROI, including that it: transforms a range of outcomes and values to purely economic monetary values; can’t account for issues of justice and equality; and discounts the policy and political context of interventions, thereby ignoring power relations. This article has used realist evaluation and complexity approaches (Pawson 2013; Walton 2016; Westhorp 2012) to inform a new analytic framework that enables a greater understanding of how diverse public values may be created within a policy system. This has enabled an evaluation not only of advice service provision, and its public value and impact, but provided a broader explanation of how social, policy and political contexts have shaped and influenced public value within health and disability benefit reform. This has highlighted how welfare reform may benefit private companies who have received increased contract unit prices for health and disability welfare assessments, yet the key aims of welfare reform have not yet
been met, and advice services that mitigate welfare reform problems continue to face funding cuts.
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### Table A: Comparison of the eighty clients sampled with the organisation’s client population over the period April 2012-2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Clients receiving full advice sessions 2012-13 (local government funded)</th>
<th>Study sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Numbers of clients</strong></td>
<td>2,874</td>
<td>3% (n=80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage with income of less than £400 a month</strong></td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage with disability or long-term health issue</strong></td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table B: Context, mechanism and outcome configurations for twenty-two clients seeking advice in relation to DLA and ESA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Context (issues presenting, health conditions)</th>
<th>Mechanisms (advice service actions)</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ESA WCA appeal. Physical health problems exacerbated by stress.</td>
<td>Client supported to prepare case for upper tribunal but advised may not be successful</td>
<td>ESA appeal unsuccessful. No error of law made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Refused DLA. Debt issues. Housing situation previously unstable. Physical health problems.</td>
<td>Debt relief order instigated. Support with DLA application</td>
<td>DLA received following refusal. Advice contributed to preventing homelessness as debt and benefits managed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>DLA application. Mental health condition.</td>
<td>Support with DLA application</td>
<td>DLA application successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>DLA application. Physical health condition. Debt issues.</td>
<td>Support with DLA application. Debt advice given.</td>
<td>DLA increased to higher rate. Financial support to manage debt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Support for ESA appeal. Other financial issues. Mental health condition.</td>
<td>Ongoing support from the CAB in relation to ESA and other financial concerns</td>
<td>Depression relieved. ESA appeal ongoing at completion of research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Support for ESA appeal and DLA appeal. Physical and mental health conditions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Employment, financial and benefits enquiry, with some debt issues. Physical health condition.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Support for ESA forms. Mental health condition.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Support for ESA WCA appeal. Physical health issues, panic attacks and anxiety. Feared she may become homeless again.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Support for ESA WCA appeal. DLA appeal. Physical health condition.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>Client’s ESA claim stopped after WCA. Client had mental health problems with increasing stress.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>Support for WCA ESA appeal. Client had an operation. Suffers from stress, anxiety and depression.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>DLA renewal. Housing support. Physical and mental health conditions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>ESA appeal. Client didn’t have enough money for gas, electricity, food. Mental health condition.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>Client had been working but became physically disabled and lost job. ESA and DLA application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>ESA application following refusal. No income. Physical and mental health conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Details</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>DLA appeal and debt management. Physical and mental health condition.</td>
<td>Supported in debt management process. Support for DLA appeal.</td>
<td>Unsuccessful DLA appeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>DLA application and appeal. Physical health condition.</td>
<td>Support with forms and appeal letter and evidence.</td>
<td>DLA received following appeal. Improved well-being.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>Client unable to read or write. Needed support with disability benefits due to physical disability. ESA application and DLA appeal.</td>
<td>Adviser completed ESA form with client. Support for DLA appeal.</td>
<td>Successful ESA application. DLA appeal ongoing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>